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*Non-revelatory form is included in the phenomena constituent, phenomena source, and the form aggregate.                                  Masters Program: Treasury, October 2001 

18 Constituents and 12 Sources (Vaibhashika) 
 18 Constituents 12 Sources Phenomena included Included in 

Aggregate of… 
Objects Form constituent Form source 20 visual forms  

 Sound constituent Sound source 8 sounds Form 
 Odor constituent Odor source 4 odors  

 Taste constituent Taste source 6 tastes  

 Tangible object constituent   Tangible object source 11 tangible objects  

 Phenomena  constituent Phenomena v 
 

1) feeling aggregate   
2) discrimination aggregate   
3) compositional factors aggregate 

- 44 concomitant (mental factors) 
- 14 non-concomitant  

Feeling 
Discrimination 
Compositional factors 

   4) non-revelatory form*  
5-7) 3 types of uncompounded 

 

Sense 
Powers 

Eye constituent  Eye source Eye sense power  

 Ear constituent  Ear source Ear sense power  

 Nose constituent  Nose source Nose sense power Form 
 Tongue constituent  Tongue source Tongue sense power  

 Body constituent  Body source Body sense power  

 Mental constituent   Mental sense power (any previous moment 
of  consciousness) 

 

Conscious-
nesses 

Eye consciousness   Eye consciousness (main mind)  

 Ear consciousness  Mental  source Ear consciousness (main mind) Consciousness  

 Nose consciousness   Nose consciousness (main mind)  

 Tongue  consciousness  Tongue consciousness (main mind)  

 Body consciousness  Body consciousness (main mind)  

 Mental  consciousness   Mental consciousness (main mind)  
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16 instants of forbearance and knowledge 
 

Path 
of  16th instant - subsequent knowledge  
meditation             Upper realms 
 

15th instant - subsequent forbearance  
            True  
            paths 

14th instant - knowledge 
              Desire realm 
  

13th instant - forbearance 
 
 

12th instant - subsequent knowledge  
              Upper realms 
 

11th instant - subsequent forbearance  
            True 
            cessations 

10th instant - knowledge 
                                                          Desire realm 
 

9th instant - forbearance 
 
 

8th instant - knowledge subsequent 
Path              Upper realms 
of         
seeing  7th instant - forbearance subsequent 
 
            True 

6th instant - knowledge       origins 
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                            Desire realm 

5th instant - forbearance 
 
 

4th instant - subsequent knowledge  
 
              Upper realms 

3rd instant - subsequent forbearance  
            True 
            sufferings 

2nd instant - knowledge 
                                                                                                             Desire realm 
                                                                                                             

1st instant - forbearance 
 

112 afflictive obscurations (acquired) 
10 desire realm, 9 form realm, 9 formless realm x 4 noble truths 
 
5 views         5 non-views 
View of the transitory collection      attachment 
View holding to an extreme       anger (not in form & formless realms) 
View holding a wrong view as supreme     pride 
View holding bad conduct and morality as supreme   ignorance 
Wrong view         doubt 
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